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Abstract. In order to improve the correct rate of analog circuit fault diagnosis, a method based on 

SVM optimized with BQPSO is put forward. Firstly, BQPSO algorithm and its steps are presented; 

Then the performance impact factors of SVM are analyzed, and the steps of SVM parameters 

optimized with BQPSO are given; Finally, a filter circuit is taken as an example to simulate. The 

result shows that this method is effective. 

Introduction 

Due to the lack of a simple fault model in analog circuit, component parameters’ tolerance and the 

influence of noise make the analog circuit fault diagnosis very complex. It also restricts the use of 

traditional fault dictionary method, Bayesian method, and the case-based reasoning method. 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has lots of fine features, such as massively parallel distributed 

processing, associative memory, self-organization learning, robustness, fault tolerance and so on. It 

also has a strong processing capacity for uncertain knowledge, able to solve many problems that the 

traditional methods can not solve. ANN, however, has some disadvantages, such as complex 

network structure and other issues.[1][2].  

SVM is a new machine learning approach developed from the statistical learning theory which is 

especially used for the search for the theory of machine learning on the condition of small sample. 

The kernel of statistical learning theory is that it coordinates the contradictions between learning 

capacity and generalization capacity with the choice of structural risk minimization. SVM 

overcomes the deficiencies of neural network and it presents the advantages of simple structure, 

global optimization and excellent generalization capacity in solving problems of small sample, 

nonlinear and high dimensionality pattern recognition[3][4]. 

It is very important to complete the parameters optimization of SVM. There is not a best 

accepted solution about the parameters optimization. The usual method is to select parameters with 

crossing validation. However, it is low efficiency and poor precision. Aiming at solving these 

problems, this paper gives an analog circuit fault diagnosis method based on SVM optimized with 

Binary-coded quantum particle swarm optimization (BQPSO). BQPSO algorithm is firstly 

introduced in this paper, and the SVM parameters which influence the classification performance 

are analyzed. Then SVM parameters are optimized using BQPSO algorithm. Finally, the validity of 

the proposed method is verified according to the example of analog circuit fault diagnosis.  

BQPSO Algorithm Analysis [5][6] 

In order to make the quantum particle swarm optimization algorithm solving discrete searching space 

problem in actual problems, the binary-coded quantum particle swarm optimization algorithm 

(Binary QPSO, BQPSO) is introduced. 

The dimension of particle is defined as the number of decision variables contained in particle, 

such as idx
, whose subscript i  represents the i particle of the whole particle swarm and decision 
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variabled represents idx  dimension of d . The length of ix
 and idx

 are represented by l  and 

dl . Then: 
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D  is the number of decision variables. 

The distance between two particles 1x  and  x can be represented by Hamming distance: 

),( 21Hamming21 xxdxx 
                                                       (2) 

In BQPSO algorithm, Generation mode of attractor ip
 is similar to the crossover in genetic 

algorithm. It is produced by randomized crossover of iP
 and gP

. ip  meets the Hamming 

distance defined by two equations above.  

The method of producing new location by crossover method in this paper is defined as a 

mutation test. Mutation probability vp
 is defined as: 
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  is random number between 0 and 1. Mutations of every ip  position are decided by vp
. 

BQPSO algorithm steps are as follows: 

Step1: Initialize the particle swarm in binary form, and calculate the particle fitness value. 

Step2: Average calculation of discrete particle pbest. 

Step3: Calculate local attractor of the particle by intersecting. 

Step4: Calculate new particle by mutating. 

Step5: Update pbest. 

Step6: Update gbest. 

Step7: Repeat steps Step2~Step6, until meet stop condition of the algorithm. 

BQPSO algorithm has the advantages of simple operation, realized convenience, fast 

convergence, less controlled parameters and so on. Compared with traditional PSO algorithm, it has 

stronger search performance [7]. 

Analysis of the Impact Factor of SVM[7] 

The factor that affects the prognostic capability of SVM includes: kernel function and its parameter, 

punishment coefficient C and insensitive loss coefficient. 

Kernel Function and Parameter. Kernel function, mapping function and characteristic space 

are corresponding to each other, making sure kernel function means making certain mapping 

function and characteristic space. The change of kernel function’s parameter could actually impact 

the complicated degree of the sub-space for changing a sample data. The dimension of the data 

sub-space comes to a decision that the ability to categorize the biggest VC dimension of surface in 

sub-space structure line limits the complicated degree of the superior classification surface, which 

can be constructed in data sub-space and also came to a decision that the minimum experience risk 

of the line classification surface can be attain. 

The kernel function in SVM could be chosen in line kernel function, polynomial kernel function, 

RBF kernel function and sigmoid function etc. Contrasted with RBF kernel function, the line kernel 

is only a kind of particular example of RBF kernel, RBF kernel function can be also used in 
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non-linear sample to reflect high dimension; The parameters of polynomial kernel function are 

more(RBF kernel function only has one parameter) than that of RBF kernel function, the model 

choice is getting more complicated, in the meantime when count is higher, it is larger for  

computing complications; Sigmoid kernel function will cause an illegal value under some certain 

parameters. Therefore, in majority case of circumstances, RBF kernel function is a better choice. 

Punishment Coefficient C. The function of punishment parameter C is to compromise the 

margin of structure risk and sample error, also make the model have a better expansion ability. The 

punishment to the sample of miscarriage of justice will be small in the sample data. When the 

training error margin becomes large, the expansive ability of the system becomes bad, then it leads 

to the “owe study” phenomenon; The parameter C leads to study’s accuracy corresponds precise 

and the model approaches minimum actual experience risk, however the model’s suffused ability of 

turning becomes bad, which will appear “over study” phenomenon. Moreover, the C value 

influences the processing of isolated point in the sample and selecting suitable C, which can 

promise anti-interference to some extent and ensure the stability of the model . 

Optimize the SVM Parameters Based on BQPSO 

The concrete steps of BQPSO arithmetic to optimize SVM parameters are as follows: 

Particle Coding. For class imbalances, two types are punished by two penalty parameters, as 

shown below: 
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In the equation,  CC ,  are different types of penalty parameters. 

The following formula is as follow: 
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N

C
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                                                                   (5) 

In the equation,  NN ,  is the number of different class samples.  

In the concrete use, we could only consider optimizing C , and then use C  to calculate C  

through (5). Once two categories’ data qualities are equal,  CC ,  are equal, all of which are 

consistent with the normal C. 

Particle code can be defined by the above analysis. SVM parameters are real numbers, but type 

judgment requires discrete codes, so particles are encoded by discrete method. Particle consists of 

two parts, penalty parameter C  section and kernel parameters section. 

The first part uses a binary bit string to represent penalty parameter C , and then uses the 

following formula to convert the binary bit string to specific actual parameters in decimal. 

min
minmax

12




 







Cd
CC

C ClC
                                                  (6) 

In this equation, C  is a decimal value, minC
 represents the minimum value 

of C , maxC
represents the maximum value of C , Cl  represents the binary bit string length of 

C , Cd
 represents the decimal value of the bit string of C . Precision of parameter is determined 
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by the length of the bit string representing the parameter; range is determined by the minimum and 

maximum parameters, both of which can be set as desired. 

The second part represents kernel parameters. When using RBF kernel function, it represents . 

The conversion formula is similar to (6): 

min
minmax

12



 







 d

l

                                                       (7) 

In this equation,   is decimal value, min  represents the maximum value of , l  represents 

the binary bit string length of  , d
represents the decimal value of the bit string of  . 

Total length of particle llll Ckx 
  

Determine the Fitness Function. Support vector machine is used to calculate cross-validation 

accuracy for each node on the training set of ten-fold, as for node category, support vector machine 

optimization parameters is selected on the basis . 

Set Up Elitist Set. For a specific optimization target, the optimal solution is often more than one. 

In the mechanism of basic discrete particle swarm algorithm, the global optimum particle is only 

one. In BQPSO algorithm an elitist set is defined for storing a plurality of possible optimal solution, 

if in the same iteration, while there are many particles which have maximum fitness and the fitness 

is greater than the fitness of particles in elitist set, then all of the iterative optimal particles are 

stored in elitist set, the original particles of elitist set are removed. Obviously, when the algorithm 

ends, all particles in elitist set are the optimal solutions of the problem. For the optimal solutions 

obtained, they are supposed to train support vector machines one by one, calculate the total number 

of support vector, and select the least total as the last best solution. 

Analog Circuit Simulation Application 

The efficiency of the algorithm could be validated by some low-pass filter circuit examples. 

Low-pass filter circuit is shown in Fig. 1, and the amplitude-frequency response in normal state is 

shown in Fig. 2.  

Assuming the circuit has single soft faults, we extracts the amplitude of each frequency point in 

[ 1KHZ,1MHZ], and samples every ten times frequency sampling 10 points . As shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1.  Low-pass filter circuit 
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Figure 2.  Amplitude-frequency response of low-pass filter circuit 

 

Table.1  Kinds of single soft faults 

Fault No. Fault class Fault No. Fault class 

F1 NF F2 nFC 251  

F3 nFC 751  F4 nFC 252  

F5 nFC 752  F6 1501R  

F7 501R  F8 1502R  

F9 502R  F10  5.73R  

 

The circuit had already been simulated 200 times by Monte Carlo in the case of normal state and 

the various fault states. Their fault features are sampled, which could be divided into two parts. 

Respectively, SVM parameters are selected by means of the traditional cross validation method 

and the proposed method in this paper, in order to determine the best parameter values. Finally, 

obtained results of classification accuracy in the test set are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table.2  Comparison of test set classification results 

Parameter optimization 

method 
Classification accuracy 

10-fold cross-validation 85.33% 

proposed method in this paper 95.71% 

 

As can be seen from the above results, analog circuit fault diagnosis method based on SVM 

Optimized with BQPSO is significantly higher than the traditional method on the classification 

accuracy .It also can effectively improve the precision of analog circuits fault diagnosis, which has 

important practical significance. 

Conclusion 

On the basis of analyzing the SVM effective factors, SVM parameters could be optimized with 

BQPSO algorithm. After taking a low-pass filter circuit as the research object to make a simulation 

and comparing with the tradition cross validation method, the effectiveness of the method in this 

paper is verified. 
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